Targeted Investments – Criminal Justice participants:

To identify members receiving services in a Targeted Investments (TI) Criminal Justice Clinic, AHCCCS will begin requiring use of Place of Service (POS) 09. Procedure codes for this place of service will be the same as those available for Integrated Clinics.

Effective for dates of service beginning on and after October 1, 2018, AHCCCS providers participating in the TI - Criminal Justice area of concentration are instructed to bill using Place of Service 09 for members receiving services in their Justice clinics under the following conditions:

- The member received an AHCCCS covered service in an approved TI Justice clinic during a recognized TI measurement year and,
- The member is assigned to probation/parole during a recognized TI measurement year when the AHCCCS covered service was received and,
- The member is NOT incarcerated in a jail or prison at the time of the service

AHCCCS providers participating in the TI Criminal Justice area of concentration are at risk of not receiving credit for TI incentive dollars if they do not use POS 09 as described above.

Use of POS 09 is ONLY for members served through Targeted Investments Criminal Justice concentration therefore, any visits that are not TI-Justice related should be billed with another appropriate POS code (for example, 11-office or 49-Independent Clinic).

AHCCCS Health Plans have been notified to make any necessary modifications to their systems to enable providers to encounter for services utilizing the instructions above.

Please reach out with questions you have.